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Abstract

Atmospheric trace-gas inversion refers to any technique used to predict spatial and temporal fluxes using mole-fraction measurements and atmospheric simulations obtained from deterministic computer models. Studies to date are most often of a data-assimilation flavour, which implicitly consider univariate statistical models with the flux as the variate of interest. This univariate approach typically assumes that the flux field is either a spatially correlated Gaussian process or a spatially uncorrelated non-Gaussian process with prior expectation fixed using flux inventories (e.g., NAEI or EDGAR in Europe). Here, we extend this approach in three ways. First, we develop a bivariate model for the mole-fraction field and the flux field. The bivariate approach allows optimal prediction of both the flux field and the mole-fraction field, and it leads to significant computational savings over the univariate approach. Second, we employ a lognormal spatial process for the flux field that captures both the lognormal characteristics of the flux field (when appropriate) and its spatial dependence. Third, we propose a new, geo-statistical approach to incorporate the flux inventories in our updates, such that the posterior spatial distribution of the flux field is predominantly data-driven. The approach is illustrated on a case study of methane (CH₄) emissions in the United Kingdom and Ireland.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric trace-gas inversion refers to any technique used to predict spatial and temporal fluxes of a gas from observations of mole fractions. Since mole-fraction measurements are affected by weather patterns that are time varying, there is no straightforward relationship between the observations and the fluxes. The relationship, termed a ‘source-receptor relationship’ (SRR), is typically obtained by simulating from a deterministic computer model, such as a Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model (LPDM), which maps the fluxes to the mole fractions [1]. The SRR can be characterised through a bivariate function $b_t(s, u)$ where the spatial locations $s, u \in \mathbb{R}^2$ are in a given domain of interest, $D \subset \mathbb{R}^2$, and $t \in \{1, 2, \ldots \}$ is a discrete-time index.

Figure 1, top-left panel, shows the UK and Ireland methane (CH$_4$) total fluxes by grid cell, in units g s$^{-1}$, obtained from a combination of flux inventories. Here, the component inventories are principally the National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI) [2] and the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research version 4.2 (EDGAR) [3]; see [4] for details. Figure 1, top-right panel, shows an evaluation of $b_t(s, u)$, in units s ng$^{-1}$, of methane fluxes, for $s$ located at a mole-fraction monitoring station at Angus, Scotland (TTA), where $u$ takes values on a discrete lattice, and where $t = 1$ (01 January 2014 at midnight). Figure 1, bottom panel, shows the two-hourly averaged observations in parts per billion (ppb) at TTA, following background-removal (see Section 4.2 for details), for all of January 2014. In atmospheric trace-gas inversion, the aim is to recover a flux map, such as that in Figure 1, top-left panel, from time-series observations taken at various monitoring stations and from the collection of atmospheric simulations (one such is shown in Figure 1, top-right panel) that establish the SRR.

Atmospheric trace-gas inversion is an ill-posed problem. Consequently, “small uncertainties in the observational data correspond to much higher uncertainty in the emissions” [5]. However, in addition to observation and flux-field uncertainties, there is a third source of uncertainty arising from the use of an atmospheric model that does not perfectly match the true SRR due to physical parameterisations, solver discretisations, etc. Sometimes this third term is called the discrepancy term, and failure to acknowledge it can lead to over-confident predictions [6, 7]. Until very recently, this discrepancy was not considered separately from the observation error; see [4]. However, it is crucial to distinguish between the errors due to observations and those due to model misspecification, as these are likely to have different statistical properties.

A critical contribution of our work is to formalise the insight in [4] and treat the mole-fraction field as a second variable of interest. The consideration of modelling a mole-fraction field in
addition to the flux field through a discrepancy term results in a bivariate model (see [8] for a recent review on such models). The bivariate model brings two advantages to this problem of trace-gas inversion: The locations at which the mole-fraction field is modelled need not coincide with the data points. This in turn allows the predictive distribution of mole fraction at any unobserved locations to be found, and then averaged over any subset of the spatio-temporal domain, with relative ease (provided the SRR is available for these locations/domain). The other advantage is that the decoupling leads to computationally efficient methods in spatial statistics that can be used to scale up the inversion to large, remote-sensing datasets.
Another contribution of our work is to introduce the lognormal spatial process as a prior distribution for the flux field. This model acts as a bridge between the two sides of the dichotomous literature that either assumes spatial (possibly truncated) Gaussian-process priors (e.g., [9]) or spatially uncorrelated lognormal priors (e.g., [10]). A lognormal spatial process is attractive, as it is able to capture both (i) the nonnegativity and heavy tails in the distribution of the flux (valid for some trace gases such as methane) and (ii) the spatial correlation of the flux field. We show that expectations and covariances for both the flux field and the mole-fraction field can be obtained analytically if the flux field is defined as a lognormal process, by directly applying results from the univariate case [11, 12, p. 135].

The third contribution of our work is to propose a new way to carry out assimilation in atmospheric trace-gas inversion. Frequently, the prior expectation of the flux process is set from one or more inventories that are many times unreliable and that may have unquantifiable effects on a posterior assessment. Here, we only use characteristics of the inventories, namely the spatial length scales and the marginal variance, while setting the prior expectation to be spatially constant. In this way, the inventory fluxes are not used directly in the assimilation, and the spatial distribution of fluxes obtained from the posterior expectation will be predominantly data-driven. Our contribution addresses a concern in [13, Section 5.2] that suggests that such an approach is difficult when prior distributions are non Gaussian.

The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the three contributions outlined above. In Section 3, we detail our approach to inferring the fields of interest using a combination of approximate inferential methods. The proposed framework is then assessed in Section 4 first in a study in one-dimensional space with simulated datasets, and then for emissions prediction in the UK and Ireland using the four measurement stations illustrated in Figure 1, top-right panel. Section 5 contains conclusions and an outline of future research directions.

2. Theory

The notation we use corresponds to that commonly found in the spatial-statistics literature (e.g., [14]). Here, stochastic processes are denoted using regular typeface, while bold typeface is used to denote vectors. The symbol $Z$ denotes observations while $Y$ denotes processes (fields). The notation $Y(\cdot)$ is shorthand for ‘the process $Y$ over the given spatial domain’ while $Y(s)$ is the process $Y$ evaluated at a specific location $s$. The subscripts $m$ and $f$ are used for fields or domains associated with the mole-fraction field and the flux field, respectively, while the
Subscript $t$ denotes a discrete-time index. Therefore $Y_f(\cdot)$ denotes the flux field, while $Y_{m,t}(\cdot)$ denotes the spatio-temporal mole-fraction field at time-index $t$. Spatial domains are notated using the letter $D$; the superscript $O$ is used to denote observation domains and the superscript $L$ is used to denote process (discretised onto a lattice) domains. The cardinality of a set is denoted using $|\cdot|$, while $[A|B]$ denotes the conditional probability distribution of $A$ given $B$.

For simplicity, as in [4, 10], we will assume throughout that the flux is a spatial process over a short time period; the development of models for spatio-temporal flux processes will be considered elsewhere. Recall that we use the subscript $f$ to denote ‘flux,’ however because in this paper we constrain the fluxes to be positive a priori, we use the words ‘flux’ and ‘emissions’ interchangeably.

2.1. Bivariate modelling: Treating mole fraction as a second variate

In this section we discuss the univariate- and bivariate-modelling approaches to atmospheric trace-gas inversion, highlighting the key differences between the two. This discussion is used to motivate the advantages of the bivariate model, namely (i) interpretability, (ii) the possibility to compute the predictive distribution of mole fraction anywhere in, or averaged over any subset of, the domain of interest, and (iii) computational benefits arising from the decoupling.

Denote the mole-fraction observation at location $s$ and time $t$ as $Z_{m,t}(s)$, and define $D_{m,t}^O$ as the set of measurement locations at time $t$. Further, denote the collection of all observation locations as $D_m^O \equiv \bigcup_{t \in T} D_{m,t}^O$, where $T \equiv \{1, \ldots, T\}$ is the temporal domain and $T > 1$ is the number of time steps. There are typically very few or no flux observations; flux prediction usually proceeds by using the following univariate model (or its discretised equivalent) for inversion [9, 15, 10, 16, 17]:

$$
Z_{m,t}(s) = \int_D b_t(s, u) Y_f(u) du + e_{m,t}(s); \quad s \in D_{m,t}^O \subset D; \quad t \in T,
$$

where $D$ is the spatial domain, $e_{m,t}(s)$ is (Gaussian) observation error, $b_t(s, u)$ is the interaction function, or SRR, that returns quantities with dimensions $[\text{time}]^{-1}$, and $Y_f(\cdot)$ is the flux field that returns quantities with dimensions $[\text{mass}]^{-1}[\text{area}]^{-1}$. The field $Y_f(\cdot)$ is a stochastic process that, as we discuss below in Section 2.2, has statistical properties that reflect those of the underlying process (e.g., positivity). Note that $\{Y_f(u) : u \in D\}$ is the flux density, and it is different from the flux by grid cell $\{A(u)Y_f(u) : u \in D^L\}$ (where $A(u)$ is the grid cell area at $u$ and $D^L$ is some discrete subset of $D$) that returns quantities with dimensions $[\text{mass}]^{-1}[\text{area}]^{-1}$. 

Note also that there is no mention of the complete mole-fraction field in (1), only observations of the mole-fraction field at specific locations.

In our bivariate model, the object of interest shifts from the observations of mole fraction to the mole-fraction field itself, which we model as

$$Y_{m,t}(s) = \int_D b_t(s,u)Y_f(u)du + \zeta_t(s); \quad s \in D_m^L; \quad t \in T,$$

where $Y_{m,t}(\cdot)$ is the mole-fraction field and $D_m^L$ is a user-defined set of discrete locations in $D$ at which $Y_{m,t}$ is evaluated. The additive component, $\zeta_t(s)$, captures the spatio-temporal discrepancy (due to mole-fraction background) and variation in the true mole-fraction field that cannot be explained by the flux field through the SRR. Note that it is different from $e_{m,t}(s)$ in (1), which represents all the unexplained signal, since it explicitly accounts for model misspecification. Finally, the observations available for the inversion are not the field itself, but a noisy, incomplete version of it:

$$Z_{m,t}(s) = Y_{m,t}(s) + \varepsilon_{m,t}(s); \quad s \in D_{m,t}^O,$$

where $\varepsilon_{m,t}(\cdot)$ is a measurement-error process.

There are three important differences between (1) and (2). First, (2) is defined on $D_m^L$, while (1) is only defined for $D_{m,t}^O \subset D$; that is, the locations at which mole fraction is inferred need not (but could) coincide with the observation locations. Second, due to the decoupling, the locations $s \in D_m^L$ at which the SRR is evaluated are not dependent on the observation locations; the case of $|D_m^L| \ll |D_{m,t}^O|$ occurs for regional studies that use computationally-intensive LPDMs to simulate the SRR. Third, the mole-fraction observations do not appear in (2). This is computationally beneficial as it is usually reasonable to assume that observations are conditionally independent given the mole-fraction field, but not necessarily given only the flux field. This conditional independence implies that the conditional covariance matrix of $\{Z_{m,t}(s)\}$ given the mole-fraction field is diagonal, resulting in simplified matrix computations.

Consider a discretisation of $D$ for the flux field, denoted $D_f^L$ (that need not be identical to $D_m^L$). Define
\[ Z_{m,t} \equiv (Z_{m,t}(s) : s \in D_{O,m,t}^O)', \]
\[ Z_m \equiv (Z_m'(s) : t \in T)', \]
\[ Y_{m,t} \equiv (Y_{m,t}(s) : s \in D_{L,m}^L)', \]
\[ Y_m \equiv (Y_m'(s) : t \in T)', \]
\[ Y_f \equiv (Y_f(s) : s \in D_f^L)', \]
\[ e_{m,t} \equiv (e_{m,t}(s) : s \in D_{O,m,t}^O)', \]
\[ e_m \equiv (e_m'(s) : t \in T)', \]
\[ \varepsilon_{m,t} \equiv (\varepsilon_{m,t}(s) : s \in D_{O,m,t}^O)', \]
\[ \varepsilon_m \equiv (\varepsilon_m'(s) : t \in T)', \]
\[ \zeta_t \equiv (\zeta_t(s) : s \in D_{L,m}^L)', \]
\[ \zeta \equiv (\zeta_t'(s) : t \in T)', \]

where the ‘prime’ symbol is used to denote the transpose operation. Then, in the univariate model (1), the relationship between the mole-fraction observations and the flux field is approximated by

\[ Z_{m,t} \simeq B_{U,t} Y_f + e_{m,t}; \quad t \in T, \tag{4} \]

where \( B_{U,t} \equiv (A(u)b_t(s, u) : s \in D_{O,m,t}^O; u \in D_f^L) \) is a \( |D_{O,m,t}^O| \times |D_f^L| \) matrix that approximates the integral in (1), and \( \{A(u) : u \in D_f^L\} \) are integration weights with dimension, [area]. In the bivariate model, the relationship between the mole-fraction field and the flux field, (2), is approximated by

\[ Y_{m,t} \simeq B_{B,t} Y_f + \zeta_t; \quad t \in T, \tag{5} \]

where

\[ B_{B,t} \equiv (A(u)b_t(s, u) : s \in D_{m}^L; u \in D_f^L) \tag{6} \]

is a \( |D_m^L| \times |D_f^L| \) matrix that approximates the integral in (2). The relationship between the mole-fraction observations and the mole-fraction field is

\[ Z_{m,t} = C_t Y_{m,t} + \varepsilon_{m,t}; \quad t \in T, \tag{7} \]

where \( C_t \) is a \( |D_{O,m,t}^O| \times |D_m^L| \) incidence matrix that indicates where the observation locations \( D_{O,m,t}^O \) are in \( D_m^L \).

The first advantage of the bivariate approach is the ability to compute the predictive distribution of the mole-fraction field at locations, or over space-time domains, where the field is not directly observed (note that the SRR still needs to be available for these locations or domains). In the univariate approach, (4), we are able to compute (through a standard application of
Bayes’ rule), the probability distribution of the flux field given the mole-fraction observations, that is, $[Y_f | Z_m]$. Following this, we could try to obtain the predictive distribution of the mole fractions at time $t$ through $[B_{U,t} Y_f | Z_m]$, but this does not take into account the discrepancy $\zeta_t(s)$. In the bivariate case, with (5) and (7) we can compute the joint posterior distribution $[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m]$ at locations $D_m^L \times D_f^L$, from which we can in principle obtain both the posterior distribution of the flux field $[Y_f | Z_m]$ and that of the mole-fraction field $[Y_m | Z_m]$. We may also easily find the posterior distribution of any affine transformation of the random vector $Y_m$, and hence it is straightforward to carry out inferences over a spatial or temporal aggregation of the mole-fraction field if desired.

The second advantage of the bivariate approach is computational. In many applications it is reasonable to assume that the observation error $\varepsilon_m$ is uncorrelated. However, this assumption does not hold for $e_m$ (in the univariate case), since $e_{m,t}(s)$ should incorporate spatio-temporal correlations arising indirectly from the discrepancy term [10]. Since the observations $Z_m$ are (in practice) spatio-temporally irregular, there is no straightforward way, without modifying the underlying model (e.g., through covariance tapering [13]), to define $\text{cov}(e_{m,t})$ such that it is sparse or such that it can be decomposed into simpler components. On the other hand, $Y_{m,t}(\cdot)$ (equivalently $\zeta_t(\cdot)$) can be discretised in such a way that covariance matrices associated with $\zeta_t(s)$ can be easily stored and inverted. For example, in Section 3.2, we use a regular space-time grid for the discretisation, and we exploit the properties of the Kronecker product to simplify the computation as in [1].

2.2. The lognormal bivariate model and its properties

To date, most studies have assumed either that $Y_f(\cdot)$ is a Gaussian process or that $Y_f(\cdot)$ is spatially uncorrelated and non-Gaussian. Non-Gaussianity is generally important to model since the spatial distribution of fluxes tends to exhibit a heavy right tail and, for some trace gases such as methane, it is reasonable to further assume that it has only positive support. However, it is easy to see from flux inventories that often the spatially-uncorrelated assumption is unrealistic. In this section we present a new model, namely a lognormal spatial process, that can cater for both non-Gaussianity and for spatial correlations that appear in the flux field. We then embed this in the bivariate model and discuss the model’s resulting first-order and second-order properties.

Assume that $Y_f(\cdot)$ is a spatial process such that $\tilde{Y}_f(\cdot) \equiv \ln Y_f(\cdot)$ is a Gaussian process [19].
Then $Y_f(\cdot)$ is termed a lognormal spatial process; clearly, $P(Y_f(s) \leq 0) = 0$, for $s \in D$, so that $Y_f(\cdot)$ is almost surely positive everywhere. Assume further that $E(\tilde{Y}_f(s) | \vartheta) \equiv \tilde{\mu}_f(s | \vartheta)$ and $\text{cov}(\tilde{Y}_f(s), \tilde{Y}_f(u) | \vartheta) \equiv \tilde{C}_{ff}(s,u | \vartheta)$, where $\vartheta$ is a vector of unknown parameters. Then from [20],

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_f(s | \vartheta) & \equiv E(Y_f(s) | \vartheta) \equiv \exp(\tilde{\mu}_f(s | \vartheta) + (1/2)\tilde{C}_{ff}(s,s | \vartheta)); \quad s \in D, \\
C_{ff}(s,u | \vartheta) & \equiv \text{cov}(Y_f(s), Y_f(u) | \vartheta) \equiv \mu_f(s | \vartheta)\mu_f(u | \vartheta)[\exp(\tilde{C}_{ff}(s,u | \vartheta)) - 1]; \quad s, u \in D.
\end{align*}
\]

That is, the mean and covariances of the lognormal spatial process are adjusted versions of the exponentiated mean and covariances of the Gaussian spatial process, and thus they can be easily computed.

We only need to specify two components in (8) and (9): the prior mean and the prior covariance functions in the ‘log space,’ that is, $\tilde{\mu}_f(s | \vartheta)$ and $\tilde{C}_{ff}(s,u | \vartheta)$; $s, u \in D$. The way in which we do so does not differ substantially from when Gaussian spatial processes are used to model the prior and, in this regard, research to date falls into two broad categories. First, in works that employ a data-assimilation framework, $\tilde{\mu}_f(s | \vartheta)$ is typically set from values in a flux inventory, whilst $\tilde{C}_{ff}(s,u | \vartheta)$; $s, u \in D$, is chosen through expert judgment (e.g., [21]). Second, in works that employ a geostatistical framework, $\tilde{\mu}_f(s | \vartheta)$ is defined as a linear combination of regressors, whilst $\tilde{C}_{ff}(s,u | \vartheta)$; $s, u \in D$, is a standard univariate covariance function (e.g., the stationary and isotropic exponential covariance function [9 22]). In Section 2.3 we offer an enhanced approach to eliciting the first-order and second-order moments of $Y_f(\cdot)$.

Given (2), we are able to obtain closed-form expressions for the expectation and covariance function of the mole-fraction field at time $t$. These are,

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_{m,t}(s | \vartheta) & \equiv E(Y_{m,t}(s | \vartheta)) = \int_D b_t(s, v)\mu_f(v | \vartheta)dv + E(\zeta_t(s)); \quad s \in D, \\
C_{mm,t}(s, u | \theta, \vartheta) & \equiv \text{cov}(Y_{m,t}(s), Y_{m,t}(u) | \theta, \vartheta) \\
& = \zeta_{\zeta,t}(s, u | \theta) + \int_D \int_D b_t(s, v)C_{ff}(v, w | \vartheta)b_t(u, w)dvdw; \quad s, u \in D,
\end{align*}
\]

where we deliberately allow the possibility that $E(\zeta_t(s)) \neq 0$; and

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{mm,t}(s, u | \theta, \vartheta) & \equiv \text{cov}(Y_{m,t}(s), Y_{m,t}(u) | \theta, \vartheta) \\
& = \zeta_{\zeta,t}(s, u | \theta) \quad \text{and} \quad \theta \text{ is a vector of unknown parameters appearing in the covariance function of the discrepancy term. Again, from (2), the cross-covariance}
\end{align*}
\]
functions between the mole-fraction field at time $t$ and the flux field are,

$$
C_{fm,t}(s, u | \vartheta) \equiv \text{cov}(Y_f(s), Y_{m,t}(u) | \vartheta) = \int_D C_{ff}(s, w | \vartheta) b_t(u, w) \, dw; \quad s, u \in D,
$$

(12)

$$
C_{mf,t}(s, u | \vartheta) \equiv \text{cov}(Y_{m,t}(s), Y_f(u) | \vartheta) = \int_D C_{ff}(w, u | \vartheta) b_t(s, w) \, dw; \quad s, u \in D.
$$

(13)

Equations (10)–(13) are identical to those given in [23] with $\mu_f$ and $C_{ff}$ given by (8) and (9), respectively. Now we can write down the expectation and covariance of the joint model at time $t$ as

$$
Y_t(\cdot) \sim \text{Dist}\left(\begin{pmatrix} \mu_f(\cdot) \\ \mu_{m,t}(\cdot) \end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix} C_{ff}(\cdot, \cdot) & C_{fm,t}(\cdot, \cdot) \\ C_{mf,t}(\cdot, \cdot) & C_{mm,t}(\cdot, \cdot) \end{pmatrix}\right),
$$

(14)

where $Y_t(\cdot) \equiv (Y_f(\cdot), Y_{m,t}(\cdot))'$, Dist$(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a distribution that here is not Gaussian but which features the first two moments, and the terms in (14) are given by (10)–(13). We stress that, unlike in a bivariate Gaussian process, here the joint model $[Y_t(\cdot)]$ given by (14) is not fully specified by the mean and covariance functions. However, closed-form equations (8) and (9), for the mean and covariance functions, are useful for developing computationally efficient approximate inference methods, such as those described in Section 3.

We have derived above the expectation and covariance of $Y_t(\cdot)$, that is, of the bivariate process at a single time point $t$. In practice, we need to find the expectation and covariance of

$$
Y(\cdot) \equiv (Y_f(\cdot), (Y_{m,t}(\cdot) : t \in T))'.
$$

(15)

These can be obtained using the same ideas used to construct (10)–(13) and the mole-fraction covariances $\text{cov}(Y_{m,t}(\cdot), Y_{m,t'}(\cdot)); t, t' \in T$.

2.3. Inventories for estimating the spatial lognormal characteristics of the flux field

One would ideally estimate from the data all unknown parameters appearing in the model. However, this can be difficult for parameters affecting fields that are not directly observed (in our case $Y_f(\cdot)$) and in ill-posed problems such as that considered here. In other fields of study, this problem has been rectified by estimating the parameters from deterministic models. In [24], for example, parameters appearing in a dynamic stochastic model of aerosol optical depth were estimated from a chemical-tracer numerical model. In [25], the varying spatial-length scales of precipitation patterns were estimated from a regional climate model. In the present study, we
Figure 2: Left panel: Histogram of total methane flux by grid cell in the UK and Ireland (see Figure [I], top-left panel). Right panel: The empirical (open circles) and fitted (solid line) isotropic semivariogram of the methane flux as a function of lag distance in degrees (latitude and longitude).

propose estimating the spatial-length scale and the marginal variance of the process $Y_f(\cdot)$ from flux inventories. Importantly, unlike several works in atmospheric trace-gas inversion, we do not fix the prior expectation of the flux process to be equal to values given in an inventory, since it is often found that inventories can be biased due to errors in activity data or emissions factors. Instead, we set $\tilde{\mu}_f(\cdot) = c$, where $c \in \mathbb{R}$ is a spatially-invariant constant evaluated below.

We now show the procedure for obtaining $c$ and the parameters in $\tilde{\psi}_{ff}(\cdot, \cdot)$ from the inventory shown in Figure [I] top-left panel.

The flux field is generally spatio-temporal and not isotropic, but here we only seek to capture the dominant spatial dependence using a simple spatial isotropic model; the spatio-temporal discrepancy term $\zeta_t(s)$ accounts for any remaining variability. First, we divide the total flux by grid cell in our inventory (shown in Figure [I] top-left panel) by the grid cell area in order to obtain flux densities, which we collect into a vector $Z_{inv}$. Then, we let $Y_{inv} \equiv \ln Z_{inv}$, elementwise. Note that $Y_{inv}$ can be considered dimensionless since, for any constant $k$, $\ln(k Z_{inv}^i) = \ln k + \ln Z_{inv}^i$, where $Z_{inv}^i$ is the $i$th element of $Z_{inv}$. A histogram of the elements in $Z_{inv}$ is given in Figure [2] left panel, while the empirical isotropic semivariogram based on $Y_{inv}$ is shown in Figure [2] right panel.

To obtain $\tilde{C}_{ff}(s, u \mid \vartheta)$, we first fit a spherical semivariogram, $\gamma^o(h \mid \vartheta)$, to the empirical semivariogram shown in Figure [2] where $h = \|u - s\|$, and $\vartheta$ is the vector of parameters.
appearing in the specification of the semivariogram. Parameter estimates \( \hat{\vartheta} \) were obtained using weighted least squares with \texttt{fit.variogram} in the package \texttt{gstat} with \textit{R Software} \cite{26,27}. We fitted three semivariogram models: the spherical, the exponential, and the Gaussian semivariogram. From these three, the spherical model was the one that gave the best fit in terms of smallest sum-of-squared errors and thus is the one we proceeded with in our analysis.

For the spherical semivariogram, \( \vartheta \equiv (\sigma_1^2, \sigma_2^2, R)' \), \( \sigma_1^2 \) is the dimensionless variance of a fine-scale variation component (nugget), \( \sigma_2^2 \) is the dimensionless variance of a spatially correlated component (partial sill), \( R \) is a range parameter in degrees (latitude and longitude), and

\[
\gamma^o(h \mid \vartheta) = \begin{cases} 
0, & h = 0; \\
\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2((3h)/(2R) - (1/2)(h/R)^3), & 0 < h < R; \\
\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2, & h \geq R. 
\end{cases}
\] (16)

The spherical semivariogram has a finite sill, \( \sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 \), and hence there is a stationary covariance function \cite[Section 2.3.2]{12},

\[
\tilde{C}_{ff}(s, u \mid \hat{\vartheta}) = \sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 - \gamma^o(\|u - s\| \mid \vartheta).
\] (17)

The parameters corresponding to the fitted semivariogram, shown in Figure 2, right panel, are \( \hat{\vartheta} = (0.0053, 0.80, 3.3^\circ)' \). The fitted values were used in (17) to obtain the covariance function, \( \tilde{C}_{ff}(s, u \mid \hat{\vartheta}) \), which is used to describe the spatial dependence in the log-flux field.

We complete the prior specification of the flux field by recalling that \( \tilde{\mu}_f(\cdot) = c \), and setting \( c = \sum_{s \in D_f^L} y_{inv}(s)/|D_f^L| = 7.35 \), which is a spatially invariant, dimensionless constant. We verified the adequacy of the fitted lognormal process through a leave-one-out cross-validation study and analysis of the prediction residuals in the log space.

3. Methods

Atmospheric trace-gas-inversion problems are computationally demanding and the bivariate model does not fully alleviate this. First, there are four domains to consider, \( T, D_{om}^O, D_{om}^L, \) and \( D_f^L \), the sizes of which can affect the computational efficiency and hence the strategy we employ. Second, even after estimating \( \vartheta \) using the inventories, there are still unknown parameters in the discrepancy that need to be estimated; we denote those parameters as \( \theta \). For small problems, a full Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure to sample from the posterior distribution,
Hierarchical models where prior distributions are placed on the unknown parameters $\theta$, are known as Bayesian hierarchical models (BHMs). As both $|D^L_m|$ and $|D^L_f|$ increase, MCMC schemes may become prohibitive due to the time taken to obtain a single sample from the posterior distribution and due to poor mixing resulting from increased correlations between $\theta$ and $(Y'_f, Y'_m)'$. To deal with this, one can implement empirical hierarchical models (EHMs, see [14, pp. 20–21]) in which the parameters $\theta$ are treated as fixed unknowns that are estimated using standard maximum-likelihood techniques. MCMC is then used to sample from the empirical predictive distribution, $[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$, where the estimate $\hat{\theta}$ of $\theta$ is substituted into the posterior distribution in place of $\theta$. EHM do not account for ‘parameter uncertainty’ in the Bayesian sense, and prediction intervals obtained for $[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$ tend to be narrower than those obtained using BHMs [10, 30]. Nonetheless, EHM have been shown to give reasonable results at a fraction of the computational cost of BHMs [31]. We discuss how adjusted intervals may be obtained for EHM in Section 5.

3.1. Estimating the remaining parameters

Since the flux and mole-fraction fields are not directly observed, the likelihood of $\theta$ is not available in closed form. Maximum-likelihood estimation in this context can be treated as a ‘missing-data’ problem. Missing-data problems appear in all statistical contexts, and they are often solved using iterative methods. One of these methods is the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm, given in the celebrated article of [32]. Since its appearance, the EM algorithm has been widely employed for parameter estimation in empirical hierarchical spatio-temporal models (e.g., [33]), where the latent process is treated as missing data.

The EM algorithm for estimating $\theta$ is relatively straightforward to implement. Define the complete-data likelihood, $L_c(\theta) \equiv [Y_f, Y_m, Z_m | \theta, \hat{\vartheta}]$. Thus, $L_c(\theta)$ inherits its randomness from $Y_f, Y_m$, and $Z_m$. The EM algorithm is defined iteratively through: (i) the E-step, in which the function

$$Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}) = \mathbb{E}(\ln L_c(\theta) | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\vartheta}),$$

is found for some ‘current’ estimate $\theta^{(i)}$, and (ii) the M-step, which computes

$$\theta^{(i+1)} = \arg \max_{\theta} Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}).$$

(18)
The algorithm is iterated until convergence (convergence is assessed by monitoring the change in the elements of $\theta^{(i)}$ for successive values of $i$). For a comprehensive treatment of the EM algorithm, see [34].

A slight modification to the standard EM algorithm is necessary in this setting: Because $Y_f$ is lognormal, the E-step cannot be carried out analytically. However, since $\zeta_t(s)$ is a Gaussian process, it turns out that we only need to compute the conditional expectation and the conditional covariance of $(Y_f, Y_m) \mid Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}$ (see (A.5) in Appendix A.1). We obtain these by finding the mode and the curvature of the log-density (thus invoking a Laplace approximation; see [35, p. 213]). Formulas required for the E-step are given in Appendix A.1. The resulting (approximate) algorithm is referred to as a Laplace-EM algorithm in [31].

For the models we consider, the optimisation (18) can be carried out using gradient descent. Since computing the derivatives of $Q(\theta \mid \theta^{(i)})$ can be quite costly, we suggest halting the gradient descent prematurely for the first few M-steps in order to decrease computational cost. The resulting ‘generalised EM algorithm’ [34, p. 84] converges to a stationary point $\hat{\theta}$ (when the E-step is exact), although it requires more iterations until convergence.

3.2. Computationally efficient models for the discrepancy term

As discussed in Section 2.1, one reason to employ a bivariate model is the flexibility it gives in choosing a model for the discrepancy term. Clearly, one should choose a model for the discrepancy that allows it to scale well with both $|T|$ and $|D_m^L|$. In this article we employ a separable space-time structure (e.g., [4, 36]) that is computationally efficient and is a reasonable choice in the face of lack of structural information on the discrepancy term $\zeta_t(s)$; see Section 5 for further discussion of this choice.

A separable covariance function is one that can be characterised through

$$\text{cov}(\zeta_t(s), \zeta_{t'}(u) \mid \theta) \equiv \sigma^2 \rho_s(s, u \mid \theta) \rho_t(t, t' \mid \theta),$$

where $\rho_s(\cdot, \cdot \mid \theta)$ is a spatial correlation function and $\rho_t(\cdot, \cdot \mid \theta)$ is a temporal correlation function. In this work, we restrict our attention to the following correlation functions:

$$\rho_s(s, u \mid d) \equiv \exp(-\|u - s\|/d); \quad d > 0,$$

$$\rho_t(t, t' \mid a) \equiv a^{|t' - t|}; \quad |a| < 1,$
where $d$ and $a$ are range-like parameters that determine the correlation length of the spatial and temporal components, respectively (we refer to $d$ as a correlation e-folding length). The derivatives of these correlation functions with respect to $d$ and $a$ can be easily computed for the M-step. Recall that, in our model, the unknown parameters $\theta$ are all associated with the discrepancy term’s covariance function; therefore, $\theta \equiv (\sigma^2_\zeta, a, d)'$.

Separability implies that

$$
\Sigma_\zeta(\theta) \equiv \text{cov}(\zeta_t(s), \zeta_{t'}(u) \mid \theta): s, u \in D_{m}; t, t' \in T)
= \sigma^2_\zeta R_{\zeta,t}(a) \otimes R_{\zeta,s}(d),
$$

where $\otimes$ is the Kronecker product, $R_{\zeta,t}(a)$ is a correlation matrix of size $|T| \times |T|$ and $R_{\zeta,s}(d)$ is a correlation matrix of size $|D_m| \times |D_m|$. One can take advantage of the Kronecker product to greatly reduce the memory and computational requirements of the E-steps and M-steps. Formulas required for the M-step for this model are given in Appendix A.2.

### 3.3. Taking advantage of the closed-form gradient: Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

Recall that with an EHM, we first estimate the parameters using, for example, the EM algorithm. Then, after fixing them at the EM-estimate, we carry out inference on the bivariate fields using MCMC. This section describes the second, MCMC, stage for sampling from the empirical predictive distribution, $[Y_f, Y_m \mid Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$.

The most popular MCMC algorithm in use is a random-walk Metropolis algorithm, where one uses a symmetric density to propose new states in the Markov chain. Metropolis algorithms do not take into account the ‘shape’ of the density and, as a result, the optimal acceptance rate typically results in chains that are highly correlated. We can improve on the Metropolis sampler by using the gradient of the posterior density, which in our case can be computed analytically. The gradient is used to reduce the probability of proposing samples in the direction where the probability density drops off steeply, and to increase the probability in regions where the probability density is relatively smooth. Hamiltonian (or hybrid) Monte Carlo (HMC) is an MCMC method that takes into account gradient information and can thus be used to propose states that might be distant, in probability space, from the current sample and yet have a small chance of rejection. In practice, a trajectory for the samples is simulated using Hamiltonian dynamics.

A Hamiltonian system is described by a position vector and a momentum vector. In HMC,
the position vector corresponds to the current sample, while the momentum vector is randomly sampled from a pre-specified distribution. Hamilton’s equations are then used to simulate the trajectory of the current sample, under the random momentum vector, for a certain time interval. The potential-energy surface used is the negative log-density, and thus the trajectory of the sample can be thought of as a particle rolling inside a surface characterised by the probability density of interest. In practice, Hamilton’s equations are discretised in time using a suitable scheme like the leapfrog method [38], with a given discretisation interval $\Delta$. Then the number of time steps is $L = (\text{time interval})/\Delta$. Choice of $\Delta$ and $L$ are critical for good performance of the MCMC scheme.

In general, $\Delta$ needs to be set such that the narrow, possibly curving valleys in the negative log-density can be explored, while $L$ needs to be set such that the time interval, $L\Delta$, is large enough for the proposal to be treated as independent from the current sample. This is no simple task, however by transforming the variables to have roughly unit scale, we can explore values of $L$ and $\Delta$ for a suitable acceptance rate ($\approx 60\%$) such that $L\Delta \approx 1$ [38]. The quantity $\Delta$ can also be randomised in order to minimise the chance of obtaining periodicity in the trajectories; see [38] for further implementation details.

Since $Y_m$ is conditionally Gaussian, conditional on $Y_f, \hat{\theta},$ and $\hat{\vartheta}$, we can marginalise out $Y_m$ from $[Y_f, Y_m \mid Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$ and use HMC to sample $\{Y_f^{(i)}\}$ directly from $[Y_f \mid Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$. For each $Y_f^{(i)}$, we then sample $Y_m^{(i)}$ from $[Y_m \mid Y_f^{(i)}, Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$, which is Gaussian. This sampling scheme is known as a collapsed Gibbs sampler [39]. The log-density and the gradient for the collapsed distribution (i.e., $[Y_f \mid Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$) can be derived in a very similar way to the Laplace-approximated E-step (Appendix A.1), and thus they are not detailed here.

4. Results

In this section, we implement the model of Section 2 and the inference techniques discussed in Section 3 in two settings. First, in Section 4.1 we use simulated datasets on a one-dimensional ‘toy’ problem. Second, in Section 4.2 we apply the method to inferring methane emissions from mole-fraction observations in the UK and Ireland, as described in Section 1.

4.1. Study with simulated data

In the simulation study we simulate the flux from some known prior distribution, and the interaction function, which describes the SRR, is synthesised from a spatio-temporal model.
For consistency with the analysis of methane emissions given in Section 4.2, we assume that the mole fractions obtained using the simulated flux field and the SRR are in ppb, that the spatial-length scales are in degrees, and that each time step corresponds to a temporal interval of 2 h. In order to facilitate the analysis and visualisation of the results, we carry out these simulations in one-dimensional space. Specifically, the domain of interest is $D \equiv [-10^\circ, 10^\circ]$, and $D^L_f \equiv \{-9.9^\circ, -9.7^\circ, \ldots, 9.9^\circ\}$, so that $|D^L_f| = 100$. The lognormal spatial process that defines the flux field has $\tilde{\mu}_f(s) \equiv 5$ and $\tilde{\mathcal{C}}_f(s,u | \vartheta)$ given by a spherical, isotropic covariance function, with parameters $\vartheta$ set equal to those estimated in Section 2.3.

We synthesised an SRR that reflects something that would be obtained from a numerical model such as NAME. That is, we use an SRR characterised by a plume originating at $u = s$ with a particular orientation that decays slowly with $|u - s|$ (see Figure 1, top-right panel) and varies smoothly in time. We achieved this by simulating a flow process through a truncated normalised Gaussian density with spatio-temporally varying scale. Specifically, we first simulated a parameter $\upsilon_t(s)$ from a Gaussian process with separable spatio-temporal covariance structure, and then we defined

$$b_t(s,u | \upsilon_t(s)) \equiv \exp\left(-\frac{(u-s)^2}{2 \upsilon_t^2(s)^2}\right) I(|u-s| < |\upsilon_t(s)|) J(s,u),$$

where

$$J(s,u) \equiv \begin{cases} I[(u-s) \geq 0]; & \upsilon_t(s) \geq 0, \\ I[(u-s) \leq 0]; & \upsilon_t(s) < 0, \end{cases}$$

and $I(\cdot)$ is the indicator function. In (19), the exponential function describes a bell-shaped curve centred at $u = s$, where the indicator function truncates this curve at $u = s \pm \upsilon_t(s)$. The third term, $J(s,u)$, then truncates the bottom half of the function if $\upsilon_t(s) \geq 0$ and the upper half otherwise. A plot showing $\{b_t(s,u) : u \in D^L_f; t \in \mathcal{T}\}$ at five locations $s$ (that coincide with the observation locations, $D^O_m$, to be described later), where $\mathcal{T} \equiv \{1, 2, \ldots, T\}, T = 100$ steps, is shown in Figure 3 top panel.

The SRR was subsequently used to construct the matrix $B_{B,t}$ defined by (6), with $A(u) = 0.2^\circ$. For the purposes of simulation, we set the true-discrepancy parameters to $\sigma_\zeta = 50$ ppb, $a = 0.8$, and $d = 1^\circ$, so that $\vartheta = (2500$ ppb$^2, 0.8, 1^\circ)'$. We also set $\mathbb{E}(\zeta(u)(s)) = 0$, thereby assuming that any background mole fraction has been correctly removed a priori. Using these parameters and assumptions, we then simulated the flux field from (8) and (9) and the mole-
Figure 3: Top panel: The source-receptor relationship $b_t(s, u)$ synthesised at five observation locations $s \in D^O_m = \{-5.3^\circ, -4.5^\circ, -3.9^\circ, -3.7^\circ, -0.1^\circ\}$. Note that $b_t(s, u) = 0$ for $u > 4.3$. Bottom panel: A sample realisation of the flux field (solid line), the resulting time-averaged mole-fraction field (dashed line), and the five observation locations (arrows).

fraction field from (2). This simulation was done only once, to give us a simulated dataset where the true fields are known. In Figure 3 bottom panel, we show the true lognormal flux field and the true time-averaged mole-fraction field with $D^L_m \equiv D^L_f$.

We first considered the typical scenario of when we have only a few measurement stations where mole-fraction data are collected. For example, in Section 4.2, we have only four stations in the UK and Ireland. In this simulation study in one-dimensional space we considered five stations, shown by the arrows in the bottom panel of Figure 3 whose locations $D^O_m$ were obtained by sampling randomly from $D^L_f$. Data were generated at these locations using (3).
and we assumed that data for all time steps were available (i.e., $D_{Om,t} = D_{Om}; t \in T$). Recall that $T = 100$ time steps, which corresponds to about 8 days of 2-hourly observations. We assume that we are interested in predicting the mole-fraction field at the observation locations and, for illustration, at another location $s = 0.3^\circ$, and hence we set $D_m^L = D_m \cup \{0.3^\circ\}$.

The function $b_t(s,u)$ is a measure of how sensitive $Y_{m,t}(s)$ is to flux at $u$. It can be problematic, in ill-posed problems such as this one, to obtain inferences for locations $u$ when the sensitivity at all measurement sites $D_{Om,t}$ is zero (or approximately zero) for $t \in T$, since the influence of the flux field at these locations on the observed mole fractions is zero (or negligible). Without assuming a spatial process for the flux field, these regions would not even be identifiable, and hence they can be justifiably removed from the model. We therefore re-defined the flux domain $D_f^L$ to exclude these regions. Formally, we can define $D_f(s) \equiv \{u : b_t(s,u) > 0\}$ and re-define $D_f^L \equiv \{-9.9^\circ, -9.7^\circ, \ldots, 9.9^\circ\} \cap \left( \bigcup_{s \in D_{Om,t} \in T} D_f(s) \right)$.

In order to run the Laplace-EM algorithm, we chose the starting value, $\theta(0) \equiv (1000 \text{ ppb}^2, 0.2, 0.2^\circ)^\prime$, and commenced the gradient descent at $Y_f = \exp(\hat{\mu}_f + 0.5\hat{\sigma}_f^2)1$ (where $\hat{\mu}_f = 5$ and $\hat{\sigma}_f^2 \equiv \tilde{C}_{ff}(s,s | \hat{\theta})$) and $Y_m = Z_m$. Using 50 gradient descents at each M-step, the Laplace-EM algorithm converged in 40 iterations to $\hat{\theta} = (2000 \text{ ppb}^2, 0.71, 0.77^\circ)^\prime$ (convergence was assessed visually). Recall that the true value of the parameters were $\theta = (2500 \text{ ppb}^2, 0.8, 1^\circ)^\prime$. We can expect the accuracy of these estimates to increase with the length of the observation record, $T$. Hence, when using this method in temporal blocks (e.g., $[4, 10]$), it is recommended to use large temporal intervals; for example in the case study in Section 4.2 we employ a three-month block with $T \approx 1000$ time steps.

We substituted the EM-estimated $\hat{\theta}$ for $\theta$ into $[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \theta, \hat{\theta}]$ and sampled 10,000 times from the (empirical) posterior distribution of the flux field using the HMC sampler of Section 3.3 with $L = 10$ steps and $\Delta \in [0.066, 0.068]$; this resulted in an acceptance rate of 57%. Box plots showing inferences for the flux field from the HMC sampler (after discarding the first 1,000 samples for burn-in), together with the true flux field (crosses) and the observation locations (arrows on the horizontal axis) are shown in Figure 4. Notice how the uncertainty increases as distance away from the nearest observation location increases, as expected, but also notice how the true fluxes conform with our posterior inferences.

The Laplace approximation is used for parameter estimation and not for prediction of the fields, although predictions could be provided as by-products of the E-step at convergence of the EM algorithm. The reason we do not use the predictions from the Laplace approximation
Figure 4: Samples from the posterior distribution of the lognormal flux field obtained using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC). The boxes denote the interquartile range, the whiskers extend to the last values that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the quartiles, and the dots show the samples that lie beyond the end of the whiskers. The crosses denote the true (simulated) fluxes, and the arrows along the horizontal axis denote the locations of the measurements. The vertical dashed lines show the spatial locations analysed in Figure 5. Since the observed mole fractions are insensitive to flux at \( s : s > 4.3 \), these locations were excluded from the model.

is that, while correctly locating the mode in the posterior distribution, these predictions do not account for skewness, something that is expected from a lognormal process. The difference between the prediction from the Laplace approximation and that from the HMC sampler at \( s = 3.9^\circ \) (far from an observation location) is shown in Figure 5, left panel. We find that this difference is less marked close to an observation location, since the posterior distribution is less sensitive to the prior distribution in these regions (e.g., at \( s = -5.3^\circ \)); see Figure 5, right panel.

One of the contributions of this article is to introduce a lognormal-spatial model for the flux field, for trace gases where fluxes are positive. We show the importance of capturing the spatial characteristics of the flux field by comparing our results obtained with spatial range \( R = 3.3^\circ \), to results we obtained with a misspecified, non-spatial model where \( R = 0.0^\circ \) in (16). To assess
Figure 5: Laplace approximation (dashed line) and a histogram of the empirical posterior distribution from the MCMC samples for the flux at $s = 3.9^\circ$ (left panel) and $s = -5.3^\circ$ (right panel).

Table 1: Statistics $S_{1,f}$, $S_{2,f}$, and $S_{0,3}^{0.3}$ for the simulated case studies using a lognormal uncorrelated spatial process ($R = 0.0^\circ$) and a lognormal correlated spatial process ($R = 3.3^\circ$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R$ (degrees)</th>
<th>$S_{1,f}$ (g s$^{-1}$ degree$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$S_{2,f}$</th>
<th>$S_{0,3}^{0.3}$ (ppb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ‘goodness-of-prediction’ for both models we use the root-average-squared prediction error:

$$S_{1,f} = \left[ \frac{1}{|D_f|} \sum_{i=1}^{|D_f|} \left( Y_{f,i} - \tilde{Y}_{f,i} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}, \quad (20)$$

where $Y_{f,i}$ is the $i$th element of the vector $\mathbf{Y}_f$ and $\tilde{Y}_{f,i}$ is the posterior expectation of $Y_{f,i}$ assuming a spatial range that may be different from the true range. The lower the value for $S_{1,f}$, the better the predictive performance in terms of pointwise prediction. To assess the distributional accuracy of the forecast, we use

$$S_{2,f} = \left[ \frac{1}{|D_f|} \sum_{i=1}^{|D_f|} \left( Y_{f,i} - \tilde{Y}_{f,i} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \frac{1}{\frac{1}{|D_f|} \sum_{i=1}^{|D_f|} \sigma_{Y_{f,i}}^2}, \quad (21)$$

where $\sigma_{Y_{f,i}}^2$ is the posterior variance of $Y_{f,i}$. Clearly, $S_{2,f}$ should be close to 1 if uncertainty is correctly captured.
In Table 1, we show the statistics (20) and (21) obtained under uncorrelated (i.e., misspecified) and correlated (i.e., correctly specified) flux-field assumptions. The statistic $S_{1,f}$ for the model with the spatially correlated flux was 62 g s$^{-1}$ degree$^{-1}$, while for the uncorrelated model (with $R = 0.0^\circ$), $S_{1,f}$ was 97 g s$^{-1}$ degree$^{-1}$. Assuming an uncorrelated flux field results in a considerable reduction in performance, caused mainly by poor observability of the flux field at $s > 0.0^\circ$ (plot not shown). Because of such regions, it is important to capture the spatial correlations of the unobserved fields. Also, the statistic $S_{2,f}$ is closer to 1 when $R = 3.3^\circ$ than when $R = 0.0^\circ$. A value lower than 1 is indicative of under-confidence (an overall posterior variance which is too large); in our case, $R = 0.0^\circ$ represents a model misspecification, and we see the consequence in the low value of $S_{2,f}$ (namely, 0.74).

Another advantage of the proposed approach is the ease with which we can infer the mole-fraction field anywhere in the domain. In Figure 6, we show the distributions of the mole fractions at every time point at $s = 0.3^\circ$, which are consistent with the true mole fraction values. A statistic similar to (20) for evaluating the mole-fraction ‘goodness-of-prediction’ at $s = 0.3^\circ$ is

$$S_{1,m}^{0.3} = \left[ \frac{1}{|T|} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( Y_{m,t}^{0.3} - \hat{Y}_{m,t}^{0.3} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2},$$

where $Y_{m,t}^{0.3}$ is the element of the vector $Y_{m,t}$ corresponding to the location $s = 0.3^\circ$, and $\hat{Y}_{m,t}^{0.3}$ is the posterior expectation of $Y_{m,t}^{0.3}$ assuming different values of $R$. Interestingly, unlike with $S_{1,f}$, the statistic (22) was found to be insensitive to $R$; see Table 1. This reflects a well-known consequence of the ill-posed nature of the problem: There are several ‘plausible’ flux fields that can reproduce the observed mole fractions.

Next, we show that the bivariate approach scales well with dataset size by considering the case where $|D_m^O| = 1000$. The locations of the 1000 observations were obtained by uniform sampling within the domain, and the observations were generated using (3). Since the number of time steps is $T = 100$, we have 100,000 observations in all, far more than can be handled efficiently with the standard univariate approach based on (1). This problem becomes tractable by choosing $D_m^L$ such that $|D_m^L| \ll |D_m^O|$, which is possible only when using a bivariate model. Here we set $D_m^L = D_f^L$ and, since $|D_f^L| = 100$, we have 10,000 space-time locations at which to infer the mole-fraction field, which is an order of magnitude less than $|D_m^O|$. The Laplace-EM algorithm converged in 5 iterations to $\hat{\theta} = (2300 \text{ ppb}^2, 0.81, 0.89^\circ)'$. As expected, these estimates
4.2. Inference on methane emissions in the UK and Ireland

In this section we present a case study that analyses real data on mole fraction in the UK and Ireland from the four stations shown in Figure 1, top-right panel, and we infer the discretised flux and mole-fraction fields.

4.2.1. Data, preprocessing, and the source-receptor relationships

Methane observations, available in ppb, were made at four sites: Mace Head, Ireland (MHD), Ridge Hill, England (RGL), Tacolneston, England (TAC) and Angus, Scotland (TTA). These sites are from the UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) observation network [40]. In this analysis, the period January–March 2014 was used. The SRR was evaluated at the observation locations using the UK Met Office’s Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modelling Environment (NAME) [1], which is a Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model (LPDM) that was
run backwards for 30 days. The spatial domain extended from $-14^\circ$ to $31^\circ$ E and $36^\circ$ to $66^\circ$ N at a grid resolution of $0.352^\circ$ lon by $0.234^\circ$ lat, thus covering the UK and a large part of continental Europe with a $128 \times 128$ grid. For a complete description of the measurement procedure, ancillary information about the measurement sites, and a description of NAME and its application to prediction of UK and Ireland emissions, see [4].

Since the LPDM only simulates the effect of emissions from the previous 30 days before measurement, a substantial ‘background’ level of methane exists in the observed mole fractions that would not be accounted for by the LPDM. This background depends on the direction of the origin of the air mass due to, for example, the N-S latitudinal gradient or the vertical gradient. We used the following simple procedure to cater for the background. First, using NAME, we identified which observations were influenced by southerly transport or were influenced by the upper atmosphere due to vertical transport by tracking the directions that particles exited the NAME domain. Due to the complexities involved in estimating these backgrounds, these observations were removed from the dataset. Second, winds that were westerly in origin and passed over the Atlantic ocean were considered to be relatively free of regional emissions. Hence, this background, due to air masses originating in the west, can be clearly observed at Mace Head in Ireland. We used the 5th percentile of the extant mole fraction observations at Mace Head as a crude estimate of the background for all observations. Third, we subtracted this background estimate from the extant observations at all sites. In addition to removing data for background purposes, observations that could have significant influence from sub-grid scale processes (defined as ‘local’ processes), also identified using NAME, were removed. These data corresponded to times when there was a significant sensitivity to the nine grid cells surrounding the measurement point (i.e., when air was more likely to be stagnant).

To restrict our attention to land areas in the UK and Ireland, we used the methane flux inventory, together with NAME, to subtract contributions from the rest of Europe, including the sea territories of the UK and Ireland. Thus, we have final, extant observations of methane mole fraction, corrected for background and due to methane emissions only in the UK and Ireland land areas. The flux inventory and the NAME outputs were aggregated to a coarser resolution by grouping $2 \times 2$ grid cells. This is a downsampling factor of four so that finally $|D_f^L| = 122$ coarse-resolution grid cells over the UK and Ireland; see Figure 1 top panels. Since we were only provided with the interaction function $b_l(s, \cdot)$ evaluated with $s$ corresponding to the four measurement station locations, we set $D_m^L = D_m^O$. 
4.2.2. Inference

The final, extant dataset had 3,409 observations for the period January–March 2014. Out of these, we held 20% for validation purposes and used the other 80% for model-training purposes. The validation set was chosen by randomly sampling without replacement from all the observations.

In this application we are interested in computing the total flux by grid cell, in units g s$^{-1}$. This can be carried out directly by adding a grid-area-dependent offset to $\hat{\mu}_f(s | \theta)$ and constructing $B_{B,t}$ without the grid-area weights (see Appendix B). The Laplace-EM algorithm was configured to carry out 10 gradient descents at each M-step, and it converged in 20 iterations to the parameter estimates, $\hat{\theta} \equiv (\hat{\sigma}_\zeta^2, \hat{\alpha}, \hat{\sigma}_t) = (690 \text{ ppb}^2, 0.972, 2.27^\circ)^\prime$. The standard deviation of the discrepancy, $\hat{\sigma}_\zeta \simeq 26 \text{ ppb}$, is considerably larger than that associated with fine-scale temporal variability during each 2 h window and instrumentation error ($\simeq 8.6 \text{ ppb at TAC}$, for example), and thus it is not negligible. Moreover, the magnitudes of $\hat{\alpha} = 2.27^\circ$ and $\hat{\alpha} = 0.972$ are indicative of considerable spatial and temporal dependence. The parameter $\hat{\alpha} = 0.972$ corresponds to a temporal-correlation e-folding length of $-2/\ln(\hat{\alpha}) = 70 \text{ h}$ (where the factor 2 adjusts for the temporal interval used, 2 h).

The case study presented here is illustrative, as it only considers a crude treatment of the background and makes the strong assumption that the fluxes outside the UK and Ireland land areas are known. Yet, it is indicative to compare our results to those in [4], where a similar model to ours was used, but without the lognormal spatial assumption. The spatial-correlation e-folding length obtained here ($\hat{\alpha} = 2.27^\circ$) matches within error that obtained in [4] (posterior median equal to 133 km), but the temporal-correlation e-folding length we obtain is 2–3 times larger than the one in [4]. Such a difference is possibly because they considered sea areas within the UK and Ireland territory (these were omitted from the model by us), because the result in [4] is averaged from several monthly studies over a 2-year period, and because we use a lognormal process for the flux field.

As in the simulation study (Section 4.1), we iterated the HMC sampler 10,000 times in order to obtain samples from the empirical predictive distribution, $[Y_f | Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\vartheta}]$, with $L = 20$ steps and $\Delta \in [0.070, 0.071]$ in the HMC. These settings resulted in an acceptance rate of 54%. The pointwise posterior median and 95th percentile are shown in the left and right panel, respectively, of Figure 7 and they should be compared with the inventory emissions map shown in Figure 1 top-left panel. We obtain total estimates for the UK and Ireland (including inventory values...
Figure 7: Median (left panel) and 95th percentile (right panel) total methane emissions (fluxes) in the UK and Ireland by grid cell, obtained using our Laplace-EM/HMC approach. White grid cells denote regions were total fluxes were assumed known and used to correct the observation as described in Section 4.2.1.

for the sea territories) of $2.23 \pm 0.08 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ and $0.37 \pm 0.05 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$, respectively. Both these estimates are lower than those obtained from the inventory shown in Figure 1 top-left panel ($2.65 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ and $0.64 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$, respectively), and they support the conclusion in [4] that these inventory emissions might be too large.

Interestingly, despite the omission of a spatially varying prior distribution, the posterior spatial distribution of emissions (Figure 7) is compatible somewhat with that in the inventory (Figure 1 top-left panel). However, there are some key differences. Many large cities, such as Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Dublin, were estimated with lower methane emissions. On the other hand, we obtained larger emissions for the south of the UK, most notably a median total emission of $0.128 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ in the grid cell containing London, which compares to $0.062 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ in the inventory. We note that there is no consensus on methane emissions in London, but our result supports the observation in [41] that there is a two- to three-fold difference between inventory and measured fluxes in central London.

In Figure 8 we show the distributions of mole fraction at each station location during the month of January, together with both those observations used to train the model (black crosses) and those observations left out for validation (red crosses). The first thing to note is that the distributions of mole fractions are available at times when observations are missing. Mole-fraction uncertainty increases at these times, but clear patterns are also discernible (e.g., at
RGL, the peak at $t = 130$ is noticeable. It would be straightforward to show the distribution of mole fractions at other isolated locations, however this requires the interaction function to be evaluated at these locations too. Second, sometimes the posterior density of the mole fraction at a space-time coordinate $(s, t)$ might have probability mass on the negative real axis. This does not imply a negative (unphysical) mole fraction, rather an imperfect correction of the background, which in this example is on the order of 1900 ppb. Third, the observations used for validation lie within the 90% prediction intervals, with the exception of a few outliers. The ability to obtain what seem to be realistic predictions for out-of-sample mole fractions increases our confidence in inferences for $Y_f$. However, without the availability of validation methane-flux data, critical predictive performance measures in trace-gas inversion cannot be obtained.

5. Discussion

In this article, we present a bivariate spatio-temporal model for flux and mole-fraction fields that allows atmospheric trace-gas inversion. We make use of efficient computational methods, and we include spatial correlations in the flux-field description while maintaining lognormal properties typical of some trace gases. We give a way to estimate these spatial correlations using flux inventories, and we show how to include them within our model. Importantly, uncertainties are captured at each layer in the model (flux level, mole-fraction level, observation level), and predictive distributions of mole fractions include uncertainty on the SRR discrepancy.

However, as yet we do not capture the uncertainty in estimation of the parameters in the flux and discrepancy models. Consequently, adjustments might need to be made to the prediction intervals obtained from $[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\varrho}]$ to cater for the uncertainty in $\{\hat{\theta}, \hat{\varrho}\}$. Of the several approaches that may be used for adjustment, the parametric bootstrap approach of Laird and Louis [42, 43, Chapter 3] appears to be readily applicable here. In the context of this work, one would forward-simulate an ensemble of mole-fraction observations using the parameter estimates $\{\hat{\theta}, \hat{\varrho}\}$ and from each of these simulated observations, one would re-estimate the parameters using the Laplace-EM algorithm. Then the collection of parameter estimates can be used to obtain a collection of predictive densities (using HMC) that can be averaged to give an adjusted predictive distribution for $\{Y_f, Y_m\}$. Here we expect $\varrho$ to be unidentifiable, so we suggest bootstrapping only to adjust for uncertainty in $\theta$. Alternatively, one might obtain bootstrap estimates of $\theta$ using only the inventory data $Z_{inv}$ (Section 2.3).

The lognormal distribution was chosen in order to satisfy the positivity constraint typically
imposed on methane flux. As has been noted elsewhere [13], it has the undesirable property that negative fluxes occur with zero probability; negative methane fluxes are unlikely but can occur. This can be remedied by introducing a third, shifting parameter into the lognormal distribution such that \( P(Y_f \leq 0) > 0 \). The resulting distribution, known as the three-parameter lognormal distribution in the univariate case [44, p. 113], can also be calibrated using existing
inventories, in a manner similar to Section 2.3. This increases the model’s generality and, of course, distributions other than the lognormal may also be considered.

For computational reasons, we assumed that the discrepancy term has a covariance function that is separable in space and time. However, computational limits will also be reached with this approach, for increasing $|T|$ or $|D_m|$. The cost of storing an $n \times n$ dense matrix is $O(n^2)$, and the computational cost of inverting it is $O(n^3)$. One approach to remedy this is to define sparse inverse covariance matrices for two Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs), one for space and one for time, over the space-time locations of the mole-fraction field; see [45] for a comprehensive treatment of GMRFs. This sparsity reduces considerably the memory and computational requirements in inference. Space-time separable GMRFs have been used in the context of air-quality monitoring in [46]. Another approach is through reduced-rank spatio-temporal models [47] [48] [49], and there spatio-temporal basis functions (but not separability) is required. Other possibilities are through predictive processes [50] and approximations to stochastic partial differential equations [51].
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Appendix A. The Laplace-EM algorithm for estimating discrepancy parameters

We first describe some of the notation used throughout this appendix. The symbol $\odot$ will be used to denote element-wise division whilst the symbol $\odot$ denotes element-wise multiplication. These operators can only be used for vectors or matrices of the same size and result in a vector, or matrix, of that size. Throughout, we will use numerator layout notation: The derivative of a scalar by a (column) vector returns a transposed vector, whilst the derivative of a scalar by
a matrix $X$ returns a matrix whose $(i,j)$th element corresponds to the derivative of the scalar with respect to the $(j,i)$th element of $X$.

We shall also be repeatedly using the following identities for two vectors $X, Y$ in the E-step:

$$\text{diag}(Y)X \equiv \text{diag}(X)Y,$$
$$\frac{\partial \ln X}{X} \equiv \text{diag}(1 \otimes X),$$

where $\text{diag}(X)$ returns a diagonal matrix with $X$ on the diagonal.

In the M-step of the EM algorithm we shall use the following identities for two matrices $A, B$ of size $p \times p$ and $q \times q$ respectively, and scalar $x$:

$$|A^n| \equiv |A|^n,$$
$$(A \otimes B)^{-1} \equiv A^{-1} \otimes B^{-1},$$
$$|A \otimes B| \equiv |A|^q |B|^p,$$
$$\frac{\partial \ln |A|}{\partial x} \equiv \text{tr} \left( A^{-1} \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} \right),$$
$$\frac{\partial (A \otimes B)}{\partial x} \equiv A \otimes \frac{\partial B}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} \otimes B,$$

where in this context $| \cdot |$ is the determinant and $\otimes$ is the Kronecker product.

**Appendix A.1. E-Step**

In the E-step, we compute

$$Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}) \equiv E(\ln L_c(\theta) | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\vartheta}),$$

that is, the expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood with respect to the conditional distribution of $\{Y_f, Y_m\}$ given the data $Z_m$, $\hat{\vartheta}$, and the current parameter estimate $\theta^{(i)}$, $i = 0, 1, \ldots$. Hence, in order to be able to evaluate $Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)})$, we first need to determine the conditional distribution under which to take expectations.

Define $Q_0 \equiv \sigma^{-2} I$, $Q_\zeta(\theta^{(i)}) \equiv \Sigma^{-1}_\zeta(\theta^{(i)})$, and $\tilde{Q}_f(\hat{\vartheta}) = \tilde{\Sigma}^{-1}_f(\hat{\vartheta})$, where

$$\Sigma_\zeta(\theta^{(i)}) \equiv (\text{cov}(\zeta_t(s), \zeta_{t'}(u) | \theta^{(i)}): s, u \in D_m^l; t, t' \in T),$$
$$\tilde{\Sigma}_f(\hat{\vartheta}) \equiv (\tilde{C}_f(s, u | \hat{\vartheta}): s, u \in D_f^l).$$
For notational convenience, from now on we shall omit the dependence of \( \tilde{\Sigma}_f \) and \( \tilde{Q}_f \) on \( \hat{\vartheta} \), and the dependence of \( \Sigma_\zeta \) and \( Q_\zeta \) on \( \theta^{(i)} \).

The observation model for the discretised system is,

\[
Z_m = CY_m + \varepsilon_m,
\]

where \( C \equiv (C'_t : t \in T)' \) is the incidence matrix mapping the discretised mole-fraction field to the observations. Define \( B_B \equiv (B'_{B,t} : t \in T)' \) and \( \tilde{\mu}_f \equiv (\tilde{\mu}_f(s \mid \hat{\vartheta}) : s \in D^f_L)' \). Then

\[
\ln[Y_f, Y_m \mid Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\vartheta}] = c_1 - 0.5(Z_m - CY_m)'Q_O(Z_m - CY_m) - 0.5(Y_m - B_B Y_f)'Q_\zeta(Y_m - B_B Y_f) - 0.5(\ln Y_f - \tilde{\mu}_f)'Q_f(\ln Y_f - \tilde{\mu}_f) - (\ln Y_f)'1.
\]

Due to the presence of \( \ln Y_f \) in (A.4), this conditional distribution is not Gaussian. We summarise it using the first two moments, approximated using first-order and second-order derivatives.

Define \( D_f \equiv \text{diag}(1 \otimes Y_f) \) and \( D_{gf} \equiv \text{diag}(1 \otimes (Y_f \otimes Y_f)) \). Then the derivatives \( J \) of (A.4) with respect to \( Y \equiv (Y'_f, Y'_m)' \), are given by

\[
J(Y \mid \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\vartheta}) = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial \ln[Y_f, Y_m \mid Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\vartheta}]}{\partial Y'_f} \\
\frac{\partial \ln[Y_f, Y_m \mid Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\vartheta}]}{\partial Y'_m}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
(B'_B Q_\zeta Y_m - B'_B Q_\zeta B Y_f - D_f \tilde{Q}_f(\ln Y_f - \tilde{\mu}_f) - (1 \otimes Y_f) \\
-C'O CY_m + C'O Q_\zeta Z_m - Q_\zeta(Y_m - B_B Y_f)
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The Hessian \( H \) is
\[
H(Y | \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}) = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial \ln[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}]}{\partial Y_f Y_f'} & \frac{\partial \ln[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}]}{\partial Y_m Y_f'} \\
\frac{\partial \ln[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}]}{\partial Y_f Y_m'} & \frac{\partial \ln[Y_f, Y_m | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}]}{\partial Y_m Y_m'}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
= \begin{pmatrix}
-B_B' Q_\xi B_B - D_f \hat{Q}_f D_f + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_f (\ln Y_f - \hat{\mu}_f)) D_f + D_{\hat{y}} & B_B' Q_\xi \\
Q_\xi B_B & -C' Q_\xi C - Q_\xi
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

We now use a gradient-descent algorithm with the derivatives \( J(Y | \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}) \) to find the mode \( Y^* \) of the distribution and use this as an approximation to the mean. We evaluate \( H \) at this mode; the approximate covariance is then given by \(-H(Y^* | \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta})^{-1}\). For gradient descent, we used the \texttt{R} function \texttt{optim} with the method \texttt{BFGS}.

From (A.3), the function \( Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}) \) is

\[
Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}) = -0.5 \ln |\Sigma_\xi(\theta)| - 0.5 \text{tr}(Q_\xi(\theta) \Psi),
\]

where

\[
\Psi \equiv E(Y_m Y_m' | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}) \\
+ B_B E(Y_f Y_f' | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}) B_B' \\
- 2B_B E(Y_f Y_m' | Z_m, \theta^{(i)}, \hat{\theta}).
\] (A.5)

Note that only the first two moments of \((Y_f, Y_m)'\) are required to compute (A.5).

**Appendix A.2. M-step**

In the M-step we set

\[
\theta^{(i+1)} = \arg \max_\theta Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}).
\] (A.6)

The discrepancy term \( \zeta(s) \) has a separable spatio-temporal covariance function. Hence, we can write the full space-time covariance matrix as

\[
\Sigma_\xi(\theta) = \sigma_\xi^2 R_\xi(a, d) \\
= \sigma_\xi^2 R_{\xi,s}(a) \otimes R_{\xi,s}(d).
\] (A.7)
where recall that \( \otimes \) is the Kronecker product and \( \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}, \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t} \) are correlation matrices. In the M-step we maximise \( Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)}) \) in (A.6) using gradient descent; the following gradients are obtained by repeated application of (A.1) and (A.2):

\[
\frac{\partial Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)})}{\partial \sigma_{\zeta}^{-2}} \equiv 0.5 \left( -n\sigma_{\zeta}^{-2} + \sigma_{\zeta}^{-4} \text{tr}(\mathbf{R}_{\zeta}(a,d)^{-1}\Psi) \right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)})}{\partial a} \equiv -0.5 \text{tr} \left( (\mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a) \otimes \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d))^{-1} \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a)}{\partial a} \otimes \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d) \right) \right) + 0.5\sigma_{\zeta}^{-2} \text{tr} \left( \mathbf{R}_{\zeta}^{-1}(a,d) \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a)}{\partial a} \otimes \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d) \right) \mathbf{R}_{\zeta}^{-1}(a,d)\Psi \right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial Q(\theta | \theta^{(i)})}{\partial d} \equiv -0.5 \text{tr} \left( (\mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a) \otimes \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d))^{-1} \left( \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a) \otimes \frac{\partial \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d)}{\partial d} \right) \right) + 0.5\sigma_{\zeta}^{-2} \text{tr} \left( \mathbf{R}_{\zeta}^{-1}(a,d) \left( \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a) \otimes \frac{\partial \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d)}{\partial d} \right) \mathbf{R}_{\zeta}^{-1}(a,d)\Psi \right),
\]

where here \( n = |D_m||\mathcal{T}|. \) In the equations above, the mixed-product property of the Kronecker product can be used to simplify the computations; for example,

\[
(\mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a) \otimes \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d))^{-1} \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a)}{\partial a} \otimes \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,s}(d) \right) \equiv \left( \mathbf{R}_{\zeta}^{-1}(a,d) \frac{\partial \mathbf{R}_{\zeta,t}(a)}{\partial a} \right) \otimes \mathbf{I}.
\]

All that remains is to specify the partial derivatives of the spatial and temporal correlation matrices with respect to \( a \) and \( d \). These are obtained from the derivatives of the correlation functions:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial a} \rho_t(t,t') \equiv |t-t'| |a|^{t-t'-1}; \quad |a| < 1,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial d} \rho_s(s,u) \equiv \frac{||u-s||}{d^2} \exp \left( -\frac{||u-s||}{d} \right); \quad d > 0.
\]

**Appendix B. Directly inferring the total flux by grid cell**

Instead of computing the flux (a density that is per unit area), running the EM-Laplace/HMC algorithm, and rescaling again to obtain the total flux, we can instead infer the total flux by grid cell, \( \{ A(u)Y_f(u) : u \in D_f^f \} \), directly with only a few modifications. Write down the
approximation to the integral in (2) as

\[ \int_D b_t(s, u) Y_f(u) \, du \simeq \sum_{u \in D_f^L} b_t(s, u) (A(u) Y_f(u)) \]

\[ = \sum_{u \in D_f^L} b_t(s, u) Y_{f \text{tot}}(u), \]

where \( Y_{f \text{tot}}(u) \equiv A(u) Y_f(u) \). Now we seek a model for \( Y_{f \text{tot}}(u) \); however, this poses no additional work since

\[ \tilde{Y}_{f \text{tot}}(s) \equiv \ln Y_{f \text{tot}}(s) = \ln A(s) + \ln Y_f(s). \quad (B.1) \]

It thus follows that \( Y_{f \text{tot}} \) is also a lognormal spatial process, shifted by a known quantity. From (B.1),

\[ \mathbb{E}(\tilde{Y}_{f \text{tot}}(s) \mid \vartheta) = \ln A(s) + \tilde{\mu}_f(s \mid \vartheta), \]

\[ \text{cov}(\tilde{Y}_{f \text{tot}}(s), \tilde{Y}_{f \text{tot}}(u) \mid \vartheta) = \tilde{C}_f(s, u \mid \vartheta). \]

Note that the covariance function remains unchanged, and in order to solve directly for \( \tilde{Y}_{f \text{tot}}(\cdot) \) one uses \( \tilde{\mu}^{\text{tot}}_f(s) \equiv \ln A(s) + \tilde{\mu}_f(s \mid \vartheta) \), instead of \( \tilde{\mu}_f(s \mid \vartheta) \) in (8) and (9). Then \( B_{B,t} \) is constructed without the area-weight terms since they have already been accounted for. That is, in this case the matrix \( B_{B,t} \) is given by,

\[ B_{B,t} \equiv (b_t(s, u) : s \in D_m^L; u \in D_f^L). \]